Introduction
The Mullineux map is an involutory bijection on the set of p-regular partitions of any given integer n, where a partition is called p-regular if no part of it is repeated p or more times. Many combinatorial properties of the Mullineux map make it reasonable to view this map as a p-analogue of the transposition map T on the set of all partitions.
Based on the work of Kleshchev 7] , it has been shown 2, 5, 14] that the Mullineux map M has the following property:
If is a p-regular partition of n and D is the p-modular representation of the symmetric group S n labelled by (see 6]) then
where sgn is the sign representation of S n . Thus, also from a representation theoretic point of view the Mullineux map is a p-analogue of the transposition map T . The Mullineux map plays a vital r le not only in the representation theory of symmetric groups but also in other contexts. The de nition of M as given in 9] is quite complicated and to study various questions involving this map it is desirable to have other descriptions. One alternative inductive description of M using the concept of good boxes in a p-regular partition was given by Kleshchev 7] and this was used by Walker to prove a result which is contained in Theorem 4.5 below; this work was motivated by the investigation of Schur modules. In this paper we study a third description of M based on the operator J on the set of p-regular partitions de ned in 13] .
In sections 2 and 3 we study operators on the set of all partitions (section 2) and the set of p-regular partitions (section 3) and the formal relations between them.
The wellknown or elementary results of section 2 serve to put the right perspective on the operators in characteristic p presented in section 3. It is shown there that the operator J has properties which make it a reasonable p-analogue of the operator rst row removal . Successive applications of the operator J give rise to an operator X on p-regular partitions which satis es M = XT . It is thus clear that the operator J is a useful tool for studying the relations between M and T ; section 4 is concerned with this. We give a combinatorial proof of the fact that for a p-regular partition we have M = T if and only if is a p-core. The main result then is the classi cation of the p-regular partitions for which the Mullineux map is transposition followed by regularization; the previously mentioned result of Walker is a consequence of this, and as indicated before it has consequences for Schur modules.
Operators on partitions
For n 2 IN and p 2 IN, p > 1, we de ne P(n) as the set of partitions of n and we set P = n 0 P(n).
When 2 P we let T be the conjugate (transpose) partition. 
Thus T induces a bijection between R p and C p .
We are going to study some operators on the sets of partitions de ned above. The results on these operators in this section are rather obvious; their main purpose is to prepare the p-generalizations that we are going to study in later sections.
A partition = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k ) is visualized by a Young diagram with k rows of boxes and i boxes in the i'th row.
Example. The Example. For = (5; 2; 2; 1) we have R = (2; 2; 1) and C = (4; 1; 1).
The following lemma on relations between the operators introduced so far is formulated in order to present some easy facts, some of which become nontrivial in the case of p-regular partitions. 
To a partition we may associate a symbol Here a t+1 = r t+1 := 0 and the column a 00 t r 00 t is omitted when r t = 1.
Proof. An easy calculation using the fact that the a i 's are diagonal hooklengths.
Example. For = (5; 4; 4; 2) we have; We now want to prove p-analogues of Lemmas 2.1 2.3, where the map T will be replaced with the Mullineux map M, K will be replaced by p-rim removal I, C is unchanged and the rst row removal R will be replaced by a new operator J.
The reason that rst row removal R is not the right concept for p-regular partitions is that by restricting to p-regular partitions the symmetry in rows and columns for general partitions is abandoned. This is re ected in the de nition of the p-rim of a p-regular partition which includes the end box of each row of the partition but not the end box of each column. On the other hand given the operators M, I and J on R p they may of course be translated into similar operators on the set C p using the transpose bijection T Example. p = 3, = (7; 3; 2; 1 2 ).
In the following Young diagram of we have marked boxes in the rst 3-rim by bullets; the boxes removed by J are marked by a circle. In general, MCM 6 = R on R p , but comparing the result below with Lemma 2.3 (2) shows that J = MCM is a good p-analogue of R. We will see in statement (3) below that in fact X is a p-column-regular partition. Note that in Lemma 2.1 we have omitted the trivial statement for which property (3) below is the p-generalization. We have the following commutative diagram of operators:
e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e In the left diagram the boxes marked 1 are in n J , those marked 2 in J n J 2 etc.
4 Relations between transposition and the Mullineux map
A partition with no hook length divisible by p is called a p-core; it is necessarily pregular. These partitions play an important r le not only in combinatorics but also e.g. in the context of p-modular representation theory of the symmetric groups where they have been introduced in the study of the so-called p-blocks of representations. The following result has been known to be true using results from modular representation theory of the symmetric groups; here we provide an elementary combinatorial proof. Proof. By 10] it is known that the Mullineux map acts as conjugation on p-cores.
We give here a di erent proof using the operator J. By Proposition 3.6 we may reformulate the statement M = T to = X . Let = ( 1 ; : : : ; k ) be a p-core, and set X = (j 1 ; : : : ; j m ). Then its p-rim clearly equals its rim, so j 1 = 1 and J = ( 2 ; : : : ; k ). Since this implies that J is also a p-core, we know by induction that J = ( J ) X = (j 2 ; : : : ; j m ). Hence = X , as was to be proved.
Conversely, assume that = ( 1 ; : : : ; k ) is a p-regular partition with M = T . So by Proposition 3.6 = X = (j 1 ; : : : ; j m ). As j 1 = 1 , no hook in the rst row of can be of length divisible by p, since otherwise there is a proper rst p-segment of the p-rim ending at the foot of a column, but then the J-rim would have no box in this column. Thus the p-rim equals the rim, and By induction, we now know that J = R is a p-core, hence there are also no hooks of length divisible by p below the rst row of , and hence is a p-core.
For an arbitrary partition , we let This motivates to study the map MT .
13
For certain classes of p-regular partitions Walker gave a simpler and more explicit description of this map via column regularization, which we denote by colreg. This is the transpose of the usual regularization, i.e. To state Walker's results we need some more de nitions. A partition is called p-horizontal if and only if in each of its columns either all or none of the hook lengths are divisible by p; a partition is row-stable if successive parts always di er by at least p ? 1. Theorem 4.5 ( 11, 12] ) Let be a horizontal or a row-stable partition. Then
In the rest of this section we want to introduce a class of partitions clearly containing both the horizontal and row-stable partitions, for which we will then prove that this is exactly the class of partitions on which X = MT coincides with columnregularization.
We are interested in this class of partitions also from another combinatorial point of view. In searching for the right involution on the set of p-regular partitions which describes the tensor product with the sign representation and thus generalizes transposition on partitions, a rst guess for a map that gives the right answer for a number of partitions and for the extreme cases p = 2 and large p is the map given by transposition followed by regularization. Now, unfortunately, this answer is false in general and the correct answer given by the Mullineux map M is much more complicated, but a natural question is: De nition 4.6 Let L(n) be the class of p-regular partitions `n such that every hook H ij of of length divisible by p has the property that its leg is extremely short (l.i.e.s.) in comparison to its arm, i.e. 
We then put L = S n L(n), and we call these partitions p-lies-partitions there are at most p boxes in each row; now by de nition of L the corresponding hook has a short leg, hence its leg must have length exactly t, and the p-segment must be a stair of t horizontal steps, each of length p. These p-segments are then possibly followed by a p 0 -segment, on which part the p-rim coincides with the rim. If there is a hook of length a multiple of p in these nal rows then the short leg condition forces the corresponding skew hook to have a nal horizontal step of length p or to have a horizontal step of length > p. In the rst case, either the nal step of the skew hook is the last row of , but then the segment considered cannot be a p 0 -segment, or the p-rim would be broken at the corresponding row; in the second case again the p-rim would di er from the rim at the row corresponding to the step of length > p.
Hence 2 L has the special form claimed in the theorem. First we want to show the inclusion L(n) C(n) by induction on n. For this, we use the previous result on the special form of the partitions in L. Take In the diagram below, the J-rim is indicated so as to help visualize the following arguments. Now compare the (i; j)-hooks in J with the corresponding ones in . So if the (i; j)-hook in J is of length divisible by p, then so is the corresponding hook in , and since the -hook has a short leg, the same holds for the J -hook by the equations above. If i > k, then H ij ( J ) corresponds to the hook H i+1 j ( ), which belongs to the p-core and hence is of length prime to p.
Hence J 2 L, so the operator J leaves the set L invariant.
To check that L C, we compute the column regularization of a partition 2 L as above by going through an intermediate con guration (not necessarily a partition), which is obtained by sliding some boxes down along the ladders.
We put = J , which is in L by the above, and thus belongs to C by induction.
Because of the special form of proved above, we know that the last full ladder in is the one going through the end box in row k + 1. In particular, we have for the rst part 1 of the column regularization = colreg and the rst part j 1 of X :
We now slide the complete part of the rst k rows of to the right of this ladder one row down along the ladder. We then obtain the following intermediate con guration towards the column regularization = )
As the rst part of this con guration is exactly the rst part of , we obtain
where the second equality holds as 2 C by induction, and the third holds by denition. This then implies = X , as required.
We now turn to the second inclusion C L, which we prove again by induction. (iii) 1 equals the rst part of X .
To prove this, let us consider the p-segments of the p-rim of ; these are rim hooks and we call the arm length of the corresponding hook the width of the segment. Now any such p-segment gives a contribution to j 1 which is its width reduced by 1, as the box at the foot of each column of the segment except its nal box belongs to the J-rim. The nal p 0 -segment (if it exists) gives its full width as a contribution to j 1 . These are all the contributions to the J-rim.
On the other hand, almost all p-segments give their full width as a contribution to the rst part of the column regularization, except the p-segments which are stairs of horizontal steps of length p, these give a contribution which is at least their width reduced by 1. The nal p 0 -segment also contributes its width to the rst part of the column regularization. Furthermore, there might be contributions coming from the columns between the segments.
But since 2 C, the rst parts j 1 of X and 1 of = colreg , respectively, agree, and thus we conclude that all p-segments must be stairs of steps of length p.
Then the rst k rows of over which the p-segments stretch form the partition , and the nal rows constitute the partition , with the properties (i)-(iii) as stated.
For our induction argument, we next show that J also belongs to C.
>From the special form of we deduce as before that Now again, we use 'partial' regularization by sliding the block to the right of the last full ladder and in the rst k rows down one row along the ladder and obtain: So if the (i; j)-hook in is of length divisible by p, then so is the corresponding hook in J , and since the J -hook has a short leg, the same holds for the -hook by the equations above. For i = k + 1, there cannot be any hook of length divisible by p, since otherwise property (iii) above would be violated. For i > k + 1, the hook corresponds to the (i ?1; j)-hook in J , and hence also satis es the length restriction (in fact, R is a p-core, so indeed none of these hooks has length divisible by p). 
